Single-molecule analysis of SSB dynamics on single-stranded DNA.
SSB proteins bind to and control the accessibility of single-stranded (ss) DNA generated as a transient intermediate during a variety of cellular processes. For subsequent DNA processing, however, SSB needs to be removed and yield to other proteins while avoiding ssDNA exposure to nucleases. Using single-molecule two- and three-color fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and fluorescence-force spectroscopy, we recently showed that the SSB/DNA complex is a highly dynamic system and SSB functions as a sliding platform that migrates on ssDNA for recruiting other proteins in DNA repair, replication, and recombination. Here, we present the activity assays in detail for observing the transitions between different SSB binding modes and SSB diffusion on ssDNA in real time by using single-molecule FRET microscopy and for studying how mechanical forces regulate SSB-DNA interactions using fluorescence-force spectroscopy. These single-molecule approaches are generally applicable to many other protein-nucleic acid systems.